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The Earth Shall Be Full of the Knowledge of the Lord as the Waters Cover the Sea.—IsaTxi. 9.
"Some trust in chariots- and some in horses; but w -will remember the name of the Lord our God."—Psa. xx. 7.
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T h e Christian Minister's Chief N e c e s s ity.

The most essential of all qualifications for the Christian ministry is that
of personal holiness. Learning, natural
talent, oratorical power, and special
training for the skillful performance
of the varied duties connected with
the pastoral office are all highly desirable and should be despised by no
one; but not any one of them, nor all
of them combined, can make any man
an "able minister of the New Testament," or " a good minister of Jesus
Christ," in the New Testament sense
of those terms, who is not personally
and habitually a holy man. Gifts and
acquirements can never take the place
of the regenerating and sanctifying
grace of God in the way of effective
equipment for ministerial service. If
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only ' holy men of God," "as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost," were
qualified to proclaim God's message
under the old dispensation, how much
more is it true that "holy men of God"
alone are qualified to be stewards of
the superior grace revealed under the
New Testament economy—that only
men who are "full of the Holy Ghost
and faith" are qualified to preach the
gospel "in demonstration of the Spirit
and in power." Whatever else a minister may be or not be, whatever else
he may have or not have, he will be a
failure in his calling, in the long run,
if he does not actually disgrace it by
some shameful fall, unless he is a holy
man—savingly acquainted with the
grace and power of the gospel he
preaches unto his fellow men.
"Holiness in a minister is at once
his chief necessity and his goodliest
ornament," says Mr. Spurgeon. "Mere
moral excellence is not enough, there
must be the higher virtue : a consistent
character there must be, but this must
be anointed with the sacred, consecrating oil, or that which makes us
most fragrant to God and man will be
wanting. Old John Stoughton, in his
treatise entitled, 'The Preacher's Dignity and Duty,' insists upon the minister's holiness in sentences of full
weight. 'If Uzzah must die but for
touching the ark of God, and that to
stay it when it was about to fall; if
the men of Beth-shemesh for but looking into it; if the very beasts that do
but come near the holy mount be
threatened; then what manner of persons ought they to be who shall be
permitted to talk with God familiarly,
to "stand before him," as the angels
do, and "behold his face continually;"
"to bear the ark upon their shoulders;"
"to bear his name before the Gentiles ;"
in a word, to be his ambassadors!
"Holiness becometh thine house, O
Lord;" and were it not a ridiculous
thing to imagine, that the vessels must
be holy, the vestures must be holy, all
must be holy, but only he upon whose
very garments must be written 'holiness unto the Lord,' might be unholy;
that the bells of the horses should have
an inscription of holiness upon them,
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in Zechariah, and the saints' bells, the
bells of Aaron, should be unhallowed!
"No." They must be "burning and
shining lights," or else their influence
will dart some malignant quality;
they must "chew the cud and divide
the hoof," or else they are unclean;
they must "divide the word aright,"
and walk uprightly in their life, and
so join life to learning. If holiness
be wanting, the ambassadors dishonor
the country from whence they come;
and this dead Amasa, this dead doctrine not quickened with a good life,
lying in the way, stops the people of
the Lord, that they cannot go on
cheerfully in their spiritual warfare.' "
—Free Methodist.
A d v i c e t o Ministers.

Rev. F. B. Meyer gives the following good advice to fellow ministers:
1. Let our ministers . beware of
drifting into preaching on social topics
and questions of the day, apart from
the person and work of the Savior.
2. Let us maintain the custom of
expository and experimental preaching.
3. Let us not announce sensational
subjects to draw congregations.
4. Let us be strict to keep outside
of our churches objectionable ways of
raising money.
5. Let us carefully
maintain
church discipline; and let people
understand that if they want "cards,
balls, theaters, etc., they must dissociate themselves from our churches,
and be one thing or the other. If they
feel able to serve Christ in these
things, let them stand or fall to their
own Master, but let them do it apart
from the church, lest they invalidate
her testimony and impair her life.
6. Let us see to it that we act as
light and salt on the movements of
the time, not allowing the government
of affairs to drift into the hands of irreligious and professional politicians.
7. Let us avoid having too many
paid officials in our church work, and
train, our members to fill the various
functions of church life.
He who rejects God is in the end
rejected by God.
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sing the Hallelujah Chorus under the
conduct of a single baton. This was
almost overwhelming, and more than
soul could bear. Think then of this
great chorus of praise, telling forth the
worthiness of the Lamb, and notice
again that the reason of it is his cross.
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EDITORIAL.
Worthy is the Lamb.
R E V E L A T I O N S V. I T , 12, 13, 14.

Verses 12, i^—'And
I saw, and I
heard a voice of many angels round
about the throne and the living creatures and the elders; and the number
of them zzras ten thousand times ten
thousand,
and thousands
of thousands;
saying with a great
voice,
W O R T H Y I S T H E L A M B T H A T H A S BEEN
SLAIN

TO RECEIVE

T H E POWER,

AND

R I C H E S , A N D WISDOM, A N D M I G H T , A N D
HONOUR, AND GLORY, A N D BLESSING."

This first movement in the great
anthem, verses 8-10, is now followed
by something still fuller in its rush of
harmony. F a r out beyond these near
circles are the angel ministers of the
king. Reference to their number here
is evidently of set purpose indefinite,
"ten thousand times ten t h o u s a n d ; "
literally, "myriads of myriads," and
"thousands of thousands."
It is a
poetic way of saying what the writer
of the letter to the Hebrews expresses
as "myriads of angels," and which in
that letter is translated "innumerable
hosts of angels." As a ladder upon
which the mind may climb a little way
to an understanding of what this
means, take the words as they stand,
and express them in another form.
" T e h thousand times ten thousand"
equals one hundred millions.
And
then at once the expression, "thousands
of thousands" speaks of the unnumbered hosts beyond. Think what this
means in the way of music.
Once
only have I heard five thousand voices

Then follow verses 13 and 14:
"And every created thing which is in
the heaven, and on the earth and under
the earth, and on the sea, and all things
that are in them, heard I saying, U N T O
HIM THAT SITTETH ON THE THRONE,
AND UNTO THE LAMB, be THE BLESSING, AND THE HONOUR, AND THE
GLORY, AND THE DOMINION, FOREVER
AND EVER. And the four living creatures said, A M E N . And the elders fell
down and zvorshipped."
And still once more
"The whole creation joins in one
To bless the sacred name
Of him who sits upon the throne,
And to adore the Lamb."
There is nothing that God has
created that is not in some way enriched by the work of the cross, and
all will at last join in the matchless
music of the coronation anthem. It is
full of refreshment t o compare this
song with the present conditions.
These are described by the Apostle
Paul in the words, "the whole creation
groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now." H e very clearly foresaw the consummation and declared
that "the earnest expectation of the
creation waiteth for the revealing of
the sons of God." H e r e is the vision of
the- heavenly appointment for earthly
administration. John hears this same
creation joining the music of heaven,
and singing in glad thankfulness that
the book is to be opened by the Lamb.
T h r o u g h processes of fire and pain,
the work will be accomplished, but because the H a n d that looses the seals is
that of the one w h o himself entered
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into the deepest depth of all the agony,
creation sings its song of deliverance
and gladness, thus overcoming by
faith.
Again, it is the L a m b and to him as
enthroned, that this final movement
of the anthem sends forth its volume
of harmony.
T h e blessing of creation, and the honor thereof, also the
glory and consequently the dominion
are his. A s t h e mighty tides of the
rolling anthem break in supernal
symphonies upon the throne, there are
heard the voices of the living ones,
and it is the sound of a great A M E N .
They know more perfectly than any
other the worthiness of the Lamb, for
in them the tides of his life a r e moving
swift and full. T h e authority of his
lion-like kingliness, the strength of his
submissive service, the realization of
his perfect humanity, the mystery of
his essential DEITY, join in the unison
in that final word which is moreover
the uttering forth of one of his own
titles, for he is the " A m e n . " This last
note is followed by the prostration of
the elders, and the unutterable music of
silent worship.-—G. Campbell
Morgan
in Record of Christian
Work.
W e give first place on our editorial
page to the. above selection. O u r heart
is stirred to gratitude and love to the
Christ who gave himself for us—the
Lamb slain—as we read, and we hope
many will be cheered by reading these
grand thoughts.
Harrisburg, Pa., is the home of one
of the presidential candidates. President Roosevelt is the nominee of the
Republican p a r t y ; J u d g e P a r k e r of
the Democratic party, and Dr. Silas C.
Swallow, of Harrisburg, is the P r o hibition party's standard bearer. Of
all the important public questions that
engage the concern of the. people of
this country, the liquor question, and
how t o deliver this nation from the
grasp of the merciless liquor power,
exceeds, in importance, every other
question, and if all professing Christians who vote, would "vote as they
pray," D r . Swallow would stand a
pretty good chance to get to the White
House for the next four years, or if.
that would be too much to expect, the
number of votes in his favor would be
so large, that in the future the ruling
power would not feel safe any more to
ignore the temperance question as it
now does. Prohibition sentiment is
spreading and in many of the States
the liquor power is made t o tremble,
feeling that its days are numbered.
England is also greatly stirred up because of proposed favorable legislation
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for the liquor shop proprietors, and
the question is coming to the front in
other countries. May the time speedily
come when its power will be taken.
W h e t h e r there should be an educational test in the examination of candidates w h o feel called to the foreign
field, has not come u p yet for consideration, but w e think the church cannot
wisely continue to ignore it much
longer. I t is but reasonable to presume that those w h o go abroad to represent the church ought to be able to
present the doctrines of the church in
an intelligent manner. W e think those
who have h a d opportunity to study
the question are able to speak with
some authority, and the testimony of
such is that in studying the language,
those who know t h e g r a m m a r of their
own language have large advantage
over those w h o are unfamiliar with the
principles of their own language.
Those w h o g o forth as ambassadors of
the Christ will find that there is more
required than to tell one's experience.
It will be well for us to weigh well t h e
testimony of Sister Frances Davidson
in connection with this question. Outgoing missionaries ought to take the
matter into serious consideration. I t
is not impossible for even those w h o
are past school age to take u p the study
of the g r a m m a r of their own language
intelligently a n d successfully.

I-.Y\KGKUC,\I.
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room to make the proper corrections,
and the task of the type-setter is made
very much more difficult than it should
be. About the only way to do with
such manuscript is to write it over.
This is a pretty large j o b ( e x t r a ) for
the editor, especially when there are
from 8 to 10 pages written fine and
closely crowded. Paper is cheap and
there is no need of increasing the work
of editor a n d compositor quite so
much. Even those writing from the
foreign field should practice a little less
of false economy on this line.
We
would prefer to have these latter write
on both sides of the paper and spread
the writing out a little more.

the brethren. W e are also sorry to
hear of the continued affliction of o u r
Bro. F . Elliot, of Richmond Hill, O u t .
Let earnest prayer be made for him
that he may not give way to discouragement, a n d that the Lord may u n dertake for him as never before. M a y
o u r brother be enabled to LOOK a n d
TRUST and be HEALED.

W e feel sympathy with o u r Kansas
friends w h o are again much disappointed in their harvest expectations
because of protracted wet weather.
T h e crop prospects were very favorable and the wheat crop promised to
be large, b u t t h e rains continued a n d
continued for days and weeks, and
T h e building operations at the Mes- harvesting was delayed until the crop
siah H o m e are being pushed along was to a great extent lost. People
rapidly. Bro. A . B. Musser has the living on the bottom lands suffered the
management of the work. T h e new loss of about all of their crops. O n e
barn and hen-house is about com- brother ventures to say, " n o doubt the
pleted, a n d the foundation for the ad- period has come when j u d g m e n t is
dition to t h e home is about finished, being poured out upon t h e earth, a n d
and now the superstructure will g o men do not repent, but a r e cursing
God." Later reports make the outforward as rapidly as the material can
be gotten t o t h e place. Many cart- look appear a little more favorable.
loads of earth are being dumped on
Sister H . Frances Davidson is gradthe hill-side, giving us largely increased level space to the north of the ually working h e r way westward. She
building.
T h e r e are many applica- finds open doors wherever she goes
tions for membership on file, and no and is greatly encouraged in giving
doubt the increased room for inmates the message in favor of the work in
can soon be filled. Of the applicants Africa t o the people. So far the Lord
some are members of the church, but has graciously given her much needed
many others are among the applicants. health and strength to enter the many
The time is rapidly approaching But since the home is a church institu- open doors. A t present she is in Ohio.
when, if the Lord so wills, t h e first tion, it is presumed that the preference Mail addressed to h e r at Harrisburg,
1185 Bailey street, will be forwarded
company of missionaries sent out will be given to the members.
We
by the Foreign Mission Board of
think the Home, as a church institu- to her.
the church t o India, will set out on the tion, is entitled to the sympathy and
A harvest meeting is appointed to
long journey.
Sister Kreider, who concern of all of the members everybe held at the home of Bro. and Sister
recently went t o South Africa under where.
Amos L. Musser, of Mongul, Franklin
the direction of the Board, was able to
defray her own expenses. W e are not
T w o of our H a r r i s b u r g sisters, county, Pa., on Saturday, August 6th.
informed of the circumstances , indi- Katie Smith and Susan Lindemuth, As Bro. and Sister Musser are of the
vidually, of those composing the com- who made an extended visit to the company of outgoing missionaries to
pany going to India, but we feel safe West, spending three or four months India this Fall, the meeting will also
in saying if the Good Spirit prompts in "Beautiful California," have re- partake of the nature of a farewell
any one to give a free-will offering to cently returned safely to their home meeting. A general invitation is exany one of them, obey the prompting. among us. They report having had a tended to friends a n d brethren to be
T h e first meeting will be
Especially should our brethren remem- very enjoyable trip, a n d feel that their present.
ber Sister Martha Barr, of 653 North sojourn among the brethren at U p - held the evening preceding the above
date.
Mary street, Lancaster, Pa., in that we land, Cal., was of much benefit to them
are informed that she will only be able spiritually.
W e missed them when
W e learn that the brethren, Benjato g o as the way is opened for her.
they were away, a n d were glad t o welmin Gish and John M. Sheetz, of
come them again on their return.
Kansas, with their wives, have underSome of o u r correspondents are doO u r Bro. Shumberger, w h o h a s taken the proposed mission t o St.
ing very well in preparing their manuscript, but too much of it is not as it been in the ministry, serving the Louis. These brethren a r e certainly
should be. W e know very well that church here in H a r r i s b u r g for a num- quite courageous to undertake such a
many of o u r members h a d few educa- of years, a n d of whose affliction we work, a n d n o doubt they will gain
tional advantages a n d we a r e not find- spoke in a recent issue, is still suffer- some valuable experience. W e hope
ing fault with them on the line of com- ing. H e is very much reduced, and that good may be accomplished in this
position or spelling, but some are so unless the Lord sees best to arrest the new undertaking.
used to practice economy (being so
s a v i n g ) , that they crowd the writing
on t h e paper so much that there is n o

disease a n d restore him, the days of
his sojourn will not be many any more.
H e needs the sympathy and prayers of

Nothing is really worth while that
we cannot keep forever.
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O Glad and Glorious Gospel.
"Tis a true and faithful saying,
Jesus died for sinful m e n ;
Tho' we've told the story often,
W e must tell it o'er again.
CHORUS.

O glad and glorious gospel!
With joy we now proclaim
A full and free salvation.
Through faith in Jesus' name.
H e has
Now
H e has
Who

made a full atonement,
his saving work is done;
satisfied the father,
accepts us in his Son.

Still upon his hands the nail-prints
And the scars upon his brow;
Our Redeemer, Lord and Savior,
In the glory standeth now.
But remember this same Jesus
In the clouds will come again,
And with him his blood-bought people
Evermore shall live and reign.
—Gospel Hymns.
A

Children's D a y A d d r e s s i n
delphia, Pa.

Phila-

I stand before you with a heart filled with interest for the betterment of
the Sunday-school work, especially
for this Sunday-school, and in undertaking to address you on this theme.
I feel the need of help from the Master
in whom I have learned to put my
trust. The poet says, " 'Tis so sweet
to trust him."
The question comes to me, what is
this school most in need of? I have
put it all' in one word.
.

.

INTEREST.

More interest will make this school
a power for good. I am safe in saying that all of us can have more interest in this work, especially our teachers.. I wish I could give the teachers
more interest just as we gave this fruit
to the school. But it does not come
that way. Let me urge upon you to become more interested in the Sundayschool work, and if it is wisely done I
am persuaded that it will tell in this
community, especially on the rising
generation, and that for good. Let me
say right here, soon these boys and
girls must take the place you and I,
who are working in the Sabbathschool, now occupy. Some of you
boys may be required to fill the place
of Superintendent of this very school.
Then why not qualify yourselves for
an influential place in this world for
God and the betterment of humanity.
Again I say, more INTEREST in the
Sunday-school work. The Sundayschool work is a mutual work. As
the teacher becornes interested he interests the scholar and this is helpful
to both teacher and scholar. This is
what you might call reciprocal work.
This especially should prompt the
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teacher to become more interested in
his class.
Now,, as we are in need of more interested teachers in our school, let me
draw you a picture in writing of what
interested me very much of a certain
Sunday-school teacher who was really
interested in her class of boys. This
teacher had not missed one Sabbath in
many years. (I wish this school had
more such teachers.) She always
knew enough about her lesson to interest her class and do justice to the
lesson. She was contemplating a vacation for several weeks, but she was
interested in who was to teach her
class while she was visiting her country friends. Notice the interest. When
no satisfactory teacher was procured,
she (the teacher) proposed a silent
teacher while on her vacation, which
the Superintendent granted after considerable hesitation. So, when the
Sabbath-school was called to order the
teachers were all' at their places excepting this one. The Superintendent
handed the class a letter addressed
to one of the scholars. When it was
opened the scholars' heads soon were
all huddled together, interested in their
silent teacher. Of course the Superintendent watched the results of this
experiment with much interest. Now,
what do you think happened with this
silent teacher? Why, he was permitted to continue the work for three or
four Sabbaths more, and with increasing interest each Sabbath. The last
Sabbath each scholar received a personal letter with questions to be
answered by them. This class was
orderly, interested and approved by
the Superintendent. Of course this
teacher did not go through the experiment without some criticism, but this
did not hinder her. The question
might be asked, why ? The answer is,
she was interested in her work as well
as in her class. "Whatsoever thy
hand findeth to do, do it with thy
might." (Eccl. ix. 10.)
There is a marked difference in results in what people do. Why is this?
you will very likely ask. Put more
interest in your work. Will you promise me more interest? If you will, I
will couple the word success to the
word interest. Then, and only then
will success follow your labors. Remember this is God's work and it
ought not to be slighted in any way.
Some of you may think I am making
it rather strong. Please read Mark
x. 13-16. We all are more or less responsible for the children. Just think,
so many children in a city like this
running the streets with scarcely any
parental training for good. By and
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by they will become men and women^
But what will their character be ?
Will you dare to forbid them to be
brought to Jesus through the Sundayschool? With this thought before
you, may I urge upon you the importance of becoming more imbued with
the subject before us'—more interest
in the Sunday-school work.
Listen, some person is responsible
for the Christian training of those
children. Will they rise tip in the
judgment day against some of us for:
absenting ourselves from the Sundayschool work when God blesses us with
the talent? If it is but one talent we
should not bury it like the slothful
steward did. May the good and Holy
Spirit show us the importance of the
Sunday-school work as it comes
to us.
The Sunday-school should be made
as interesting and attractive as possible for all classes by the best methods
of teaching possible. The interested
teacher will have the address of every
scholar in his or her class and when
there is an absent one it should be
noticed and inquiry made by card or
letter if it can not be done in person.
This will create confidence and inters
est in the pupil and teacher. What anopportunity is then offered to do good
work for the Master. I have^ read
somewhere, I think, that eighty per
cent, of the church is being gathered
through the Sunday-school work.
Who would not be encouraged and become more interested in the Sundayschool work when so many opportunities are all around us waiting.
"Why stand ye idle all the day long"—
when the Master says, go ye ?
Some of us ought to have more go
in us for the Master's work, to bring
up the children in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord. This is what
Jesus urged upon the twelve as well as
upon the seventy that were sent out
to teach. What were they to teach?
The teacher can not teach what he
does not know himself. There are
certain laws that belong to successful
teaching. The teacher can not teach
that which he does not know, hence
knowledge is the prominent factor in
the Sunday-school work as well as
anywhere else; and what we call
knowledge is of all degrees, you may
say. We may know a thing faintly,
or we may know it by practical ex-,
perience, or we may be so well acquainted with a fact or a lesson, that,
we can readily explain it, and so impress the pupil that it may be said of
us, this is a faithful teacher.
Last, but not least, let me draw this
picture about teaching. Nearly every
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page of your Bible is strewn with it.
LovE. T O teach that well you want to
become lovely yourself. That is the
way God "wins people. (John iii. 16
and 17.) If you have studied human
nature you have learned this: that you
can not shake it into the pupil, neither
can you pound it into your pupils.
Study all you can about how Jesus
loved us. Master it in all the avenues
of your life; take it with you wherever
you go. Never part with it. This is
the secret of Jesus having such large
congregations. H e (Jesus) showed
that he really did love the people.
Study this theme in all its phases.
Then you can convince your pupils
that you really love them, and the
pupils will begin to love you. Sometimes you may meet with defeat, but
just think of Jesus in the last hours
upon earth how he loved his enemies.
You as a teacher can find encouragement never to falter in the home, Sunday-school or wherever you are. So
with every other problem you undertake to teach. Thoroughly master
your lesson or subject and you will
become a successful and interesting
teacher. Religion never becomes so
interesting and attractive as when seen
iri "tfie life of a teacher, or scholar.
This is practical teaching.
D. B. KEEPORTS,
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Crumbs.
A perfect consecration costs all that
we have.
Self is a dangerous thing to meddle with.
Certainly we know without a doubt
when a n d where we received the personal Holy Ghost unless we lacked
teaching on that line.
Without watching and praying we
are sure to be ensnared by the devil.
Of course a tobacco farmer, dealer,
or user could not lift up holy hands.
Intermarrying with the world gives
evidence of a backslidden people.
"It becomes natural for souls with
clean hearts to take God for their
healer.
There is just as much wrong, if not
more, in whitewashing a vile person
as t o condemn or misrepresent an upright one.
Every soul that would know the
voice of the Holy Spirit must get
quiet for the first thing.
At the present time there is not one
preacher out of a hundred
that
preaches a full gospel as Christ and
the Apostles taught it.
T h e devil has accomplished a great
aim if he merely can keep us from
entering into the deep things of God.
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W e m a y talk much about God a n d
yet have but little or n o communion
with him.
In order to prevail with God, we
must quit all nonsense, lightmindedness a n d foolishness.
W e a r e to be blamed for every one
of our. own unanswered prayers.
Many of o u r prayers will . be
answered after we are passed out of
this life. .
There is none who will so sympathize with us in all our trials as Jesus.
If you get right with God, the devil
is sure to turn some of your kindred
against you.
Opportunities lost are lost forever.
D. L. G I S H .
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Going t o Meeting in Africa.
BUEAWAYO, S . A . ,
MATOPPO MISSION,

June 12, 1904.
Dear Readers of the VISITOR : This
Sabbath morning, a fine lovely morning, as really they all are here, Brother
and Sister Steigerwald, Sister Sallie
and I and a small boy started, in the
cool of the day, " t o g o to meeting."
Imagine how we a n d the team looked
if you c a n ; four donkeys hitched to
the spring-wagon; umbrellas, wraps
and blankets, together with o u r lunch
box and a kettle t o make some warm
drink. W e rode on without intermission till about nine o'clock when we
made a halt (mind we did not eat
breakfast before s t a r t i n g ) . So after
unspanning the donkeys the little native built a fire, fixing up a few stones,
where the kettle was set on, and soon
the water was boiling. W e m a d e
some cocoa, and set out o u r eatables
on a blanket, spread on the ground.
After giving thanks to God our Father
for thus providing for our physical
needs, we ate our breakfast, and then
leaving the donkeys and wagon in the
care of the boy we set out on foot, "and
soon reached a native krall. There
were only a few natives there, so we
waited, walking about among the huts.
W e found one of the native woman
that was sick. She was lying in her
hut on the ground, wrapped in h e r
blanket. A n attempt at warming the
hut was made by having a few sticks
of Wood burning and smouldering in
a large pan in the center of the hut.
T h e woman h a d what they call the
African fever.

and a prayer t o him w h o is o u r A I X S U F E I C I E N T H E L P for keeping us from

getting headache and fever, we were
kept comfortable.
Remember there
was not anything like a shade-tree
near. T h e two other sisters took their
seats on the shady side of a hut, while
I took my little stool and sat further
out, so I would get more air. Brother
S. had an old chair given to him, the
only one in the place. O u r hearers
were also seated: the most of them on
"mother earth." T w o of them h a d
small boxes, one h a d a small tin can,
six inches square, nine inches high.
(He surely did not have a comfortable
seat.) Just think a moment of the
difference between his seat and the
fine cushioned, fancy-trimmed
pews
in o u r modern churches. T w o young
girls had put two sticks of wood on
the ground, one they sat on and the
other they h a d their knees on, when
they bowed with us in prayer. •
Well, bless God for this audience.
There were about 25 present. There
they sat in the sun. Only two h a d
hats and they took them off during
service; but n o m a t t e r ; and if t h e sun
did shine in their faces. Some held
their hands u p so as to shade their eyes
and enable them to look at the
preacher. A n d now, if you could
have seen how intently, earnestly, patiently a n d quietly they were listening,
r am sure you would say that you
never saw a better behaved or a more
serious-looking congregation in any
place in America, taking in consideration the way they were seated.

Brother S. read the first chapter of
St. John, and then spoke-to them in
"Santebela." I could not understand
it, but am sure that he gave them gospel truths, and explained it to them
in a way that they could understand,
for he has learned to understand their
ways, their nature and needs by this
time. W h e n he closed, he asked if
any of us wished to speak, offering to
interpret t h e best h e could.
Sister
Sallie then undertook and spoke a little, telling them how Jesus saved and
cleansed h e r from sin, a n d gave h e r
a new heart. Brother S. then asked
if any of them wished to speak for
God, when to my surprise t w o young
men got up and spoke. Brother S.
told a few words of what they said.
One said he was all zueakness, but he
wants to walk in the right way. W e
then had prayer, and both of these natives
prayed, o h ! so earnestly. It
Soon more people gathered,'and we
just
did
melt one down t o hear them
commenced o u r services by singing
pray.
After
prayers we sang "Rescue
several hymns in the native language.
the
perishing."
O praise the Lord for
It was after 12 o'clock. T h e sun was
bringing
us
so
near
them. Never benow beating down on o u r heads in full
fore
did
I
realize,
like
then, what it
force, but by the use of our umbrellas,
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was to weep over the "erring ones,"
and I praised God that if I could not
talk to them, I could weep for them,
and pity them in their blindness, folly
and superstition. Oh, that by some
means they could be brought to see
their needy condition, get light and
thus be brought to accept Jesus, get
new hearts and live for God and his
glory.
With tender, thankful hearts for a
"risen Savior," we turned our steps
"homeward."
Reaching our wagon
we again had lunch at about 3.30 p. m.,
then picked up our fixtures, got the
donkeys hitched to the wagon and
soon were on the way homeward.
With the exception of the breaking of
a single-tree, (and that was soon fixed) all went well, and we reached
home before six o'clock.
Thus was spent a full day going to
services, and only five miles away;
but, oh, how much to thank God for
even that we had such a way for
going. And the blessing to our souls!
We surely were not sorry for making
the effort needed in going, and then
who can tell what may yet spring up
and bear fruit from the seed that was
sown.
We are glad and thankful to God
for these dear, faithful workers who
are here and have the language, and
do try to tell these poor souls about
the way of life. They are toiling with
their hands, and at the same time giving out the words of life; and, oh, how
they do need our united prayers, for
at times their tests and difficulties are
great. Yes, they need your prayers
and sympathies, and if the Lord
prompts any of you to do more, I trust
you will give heed to the prompting.
The workers are all well and encouraged in the work, with the exception of Brother Dohner. He had been
sick with fever in Bulawayo when
they came in to meet us. He could
not come out with us, but got well
soon and they came home Thursday
evening when he had been here a
week. We arrived here at Mission on
the 26th of May and now it seems his
fever has come back, but we are trusting it may be the Lord's will to have
him

recover.

LYDIA S. HEISEY.
Special!

He is Coming! Who is Ready? Is
the title of a book written by Brother
J. R. Zook, of Des Moines, Iowa, accompanied by a chart showing the
different dispensations.
Price, 75
cents. Sold in Pennsylvania by
Brother Peter J. Wiebe, Shippensburg, Pa. Send for it.
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Christian Love.

I.

COR.

13.

This rainy Sabbath morning I was
meditating over God's word and the
wonderful love that he shows towards
his people, and how little love and respect is shown towards him in return. My mind often wanders to and
fro, thinking of the present age. How
the love of God is lost amongst the
so-called Christians. Many help to encourage the worldly engagements and
the breaking of the holy Sabbath day,
while a few stand firm and are true
laborers in his harvest field.
No wonder the word says the
harvest truly is great and the laborers
are few. Then the thought comes
home to myself, and T see the need of
being more prayerful, praying for
those whom he sends to the work at
home and abroad. Oh how my
thoughts are often centered upon the
dear ones who left their homes and
home comforts and went out to the
dark and heathen lands. Oh, that
God may bless them for their labors;
and yet how oft are we made to feel
sad for our home lands to see how
fast they are turning to heathendom.
Oh, may the Lord help us that we
may be a wide-awake people, and to
be awake it requires that Christian
love of which we read so much in
God's word. You know, dear ones,
we can only call upon the Lord in, and
through the Holy Spirit, for if I pray
in an unknown tongue, my spirit
prayeth, but my understanding is unfruitful. Oh, how my heart is made
to rejoice to know of a time that God
set me free and placed his Spirit in
mv soul to know that I am one of his,
although I have had my short-comings, but not wilfully.
I am so glad that there is a growth
in the school of Christ and that his
grace is sufficient if I am only willing
to put my trust in him, for we must,
according to God's word, enjoy heaven
here already, for hereafter there is no
time, and when we are thus minded
we can say, "Now abideth faith, hope,
charity these three, but the greatest of
these is charity." (I. Cor. xiii. 13.)
Oh, dear readers, charity is what
we want, for it will cover a multitude
of sins, and charity will last for here
and over yonder. Oh, may God help
us to take his word for our counsel,
that when we gather from time to time
we may have some of those oldfashioned meetings as they had on the
day of Pentecost. Then the sinners
could not stand, and it would be the
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means of increasing the number in
Sunday-school and church workers.
May God bless every effort put forth
for the advancement of his cause is my
sincere prayer.
Yours in Christ,
S. L. GROFE.

Hummelstown,
[•'or

the

Pa.
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Recognition.
"But then shall I know even as also
I am known." (I. Cor. xiii. 12.)
As the above question is frequently
brought before us, it is my desire to
give a few thoughts as the Lord may
direct. I will say with the words of
the text that we shall know as we are
known (known of God). While the
body in the resurrection will be free
from all infirmities and imperfections,
yet, in form and appearance, it will
resemble the earthly body. This is
evident from the fact that the Savior
appeared to his disciples in his own
body after the resurrection and as he
thus became the first fruits of the resurrection it teaches us what the harvest
will be.
We will cite two other facts that
will enable us to understand this truth
of knowing as we are known. If, by
our limited faculties, men know each
other after long absence, surely redeemed men, with enlarged perceptions, will know in heaven those they
knew on earth. Not only will we
know in heaven those we knew on
earth, "because we shall know as we
are known," but as God knows every
one, so we, by some spiritual intuition,
will be permitted to know those whom
we did not know on earth.
When Moses and Elias met the
Savior and some of his disciples on the
mount, the disciples knew them, although Moses had been dead fourteen
hundred years and Elias had been
translated many years before this
event. Again, the Savior speaks of
heaven as a banquet, and that many
shall come from the East and from the
West and sit down with Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob. Imagine yourself at
a feast where you knew no one. Would
it not put a strong discount on your
enjoyment? But how blessed are the
words we shall know, as we are
known. While all this is true, yet in
heaven all family and fraternal lines,
such as are drawn on earth, are excluded, because the Savior says, "in
the resurrection they neither marry,
nor are given in marriage," and on
one occasion he said "he that does
the will of my Father in heaven is
my father, mother, sister and brother."
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Thus will it be in heaven. There we
will enjoy eternal felicity
with
patriarchs, prophets, martyrs and
Apostles and far more than these we
will see Jesus who is the Author and
Finisher of our faith, who has redeemed us and washed us in his own precious blood. Amen.
E. "E. K A U F M A N .

Mount Joy, Pa.
For

the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Some Probahle Causes.
In our dear editor's note on page 3
of July 1st issue he laments the fact
that so few of the dear souls who are
reported as converts in revival meetings become followers of our dear
Lord in his precepts and examples.
No doubt, as the editor says, there are
causes for these things being as they
are.
We will venture in our humble
opinion a few of these causes. Perhaps the most prominent of all is that
so few of those who profess, go
through to the bottom to get all the
rubbish cleared away and get upon the
Rock which is Christ, so that they are
really born of God, and have the real
love of God shed abroad in the heart
by the Holy Ghost.
And then again, even among those
who are born of God so few are willing in these days to take the plain old
Bible way, which means to put away
all superfluity of dress and give up
all other worldly associations, such
as secret societies and insurance
policies, and trust the Lord for soul
and body or property.
Then again, there is often not the
proper encouragement given by those
at the head of ecclesiastical bodies to
press upon the convert the great necessity to comply with the plain teachings of Christ and the Apostles. We
note in the Acts of the Apostles, when
revivals took place the converts were
immediately baptized. It has been
customary among our people, at least
to some extent, to wait and see
whether converts will hold out before
an effort was made to get them associated in church fellowship, and then
possibly only when persons made application. Such practices where they
exist are not apostolic. Oh, that we
and all other churches might get back
to Apostolic power and apostolic
teaching! No doubt then we might
see a better state of affairs on the line
in question. Lord, speed the day.
Amen.
Yours seeking the lost,
NOAH ZOOK,

s

Evangelist.
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For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

The Churches of Christianity Besponsible for the Continuance of War.
If intelligent humanity would be
brought for the first time face to face
with the scenes of war—unbiased by
the false splendor with which it has
been invested by historians and poets
—there is no doubt but in the light of
reason, such a mode of adjusting difficulties would be pronounced barbarous and absurd, in every way unworthy of rational beings; and in the
light of the gospel it would be recognized as the carnival of revenge and
a gross defiance against God, and an
insult to the good feelings of humanity. Or if men who are accustomed
to take the lawfulness of war for
granted, could once free themselves
from all prepossession and be induced to take up the subject and examine it attentively with the best reason and judgment, testing it by the
eternal principles of right and wrong,
they in common with the wisest and
best men, who have candidly and
thoroughly studied this question,
would pronounce it a horror of
horrors and a crime of crimes. Still
more, if they would take the New
Testament for the man of their counsel, and carefully compare its cardinal
law of love, its injunctions to longsuffering, forbearance and forgiveness, its blessings on the peacemakers
and the whole tenor and spirit of its
teachings with the deeds of war and
the dispositions, feelings and motives
which prompt those deeds, they
would at once recognize the utter incompatibility of war with Christianity, and would wond p r that the members of all the Christian churches
(with but a few exceptions) have
tolerated an institution so Godless, so
Christless, so wicked.
We put the question: Have you
ever candidly pictured to yourself the
furv and evil passion, the carnaere and
mutilation of the battlefield with the
lone interminable train of woes that
follow—the wounds of bleeding hearts
of widows, mothers, sisters—wounds
that never can be healed on this side
of eternity—and the widespread demoralization resulting from army
life and from the presence of an army
m any community where the institution of every kind of good societv is
destroyed? Now, when you have
summoned up before your imagination the picture of a battle, with all
its concommitants and the ghastly
realities of the field: then look up at
the calm heavens, look around you on
the beautiful, bountiful earth, and behold how peace, and harmony, and

order are the laws of God's visible
creation. Consult the best feelings
which he has placed in your hearts,
listen to the silent voice of God when
you are out at eventide, open your
soul to the gentle teachings of the
Holy Spirit, take the New Testament
for your guide and carefully obey its
teachings of love, and pray your
Father which is in heaven to guide
you into all truth, and you cannot fail
to see and feel that war is utterly
wrong, a hideous evil, a crying sin.
And yet, if a point of national honor
is involved, and . you are smarting
under a sense of national wrong, you
and the whole nation (including the
members of the churches) are ready
to cry out for war, and when war
comes, to sustain it with your influence, your money, and, if need be,
your lives. War is a heinous crime of
nations, it is a contagious, epidemic
madness which fires the blood and
turns the heads of whole nations at
once.
But my dear Christian friends, this
terrible evil could not continue to exist among Christian nations, if the
good Christian men were once to look
upon it in its true light, through the
teachings of our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ. Therefore, we do
solemnly arraign the church of Christianity in all its divisions (save a few
small bodies who have faithfully born
testimony on this question) as responsible for the continuance of this barbarous institution which entails its
woes of lamentations upon the world.
The white robes of the bride of Jesus
Christ are pure and spotless. But
men professing Christianity have bedraggled them in human blood. The
skirts of the churches are polluted
with the gore of the battlefield, and
stained with the tears of the widow
and the orphan. War seems to aim at
setting up the kingdom of Satan on
the earth; and yet it tries to stand behind the authority and powers of the
church. It says God-speed to the
warrior as he sets out on his mission
of death. It asks God's blessings on
the impending fight. It offers its
thanksgivings at almost every shrine
for victories bought with blood. Upon
this subject it has lost its original
principles, and is responsible for the
continuance of war; for by a declaration of its fundamental principle it
would stop war among the great
Christian nations of the earth.
Louisville, Ohio.

GEO. S. GRIM.

With the Beatitudes in our heart
and life we are citizens of the kingdom of heaven.
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Eternity.
The word ETERNITY means very
much; it is never ending. In this
world all things change, but not so
with eternity. As a tree falls, so shall
it lie. Eternity wil not change us.
There are two wavs to spend eternity,
but, oh, what a difference! Those that
are God's children will live forever.
They will have joy, love, peace and
unity throughout all the ages of
eternity. But, the other side. Those
who reject the Spirit of God. They
will have nothing but trouble, woe,
and misery forever. They must spend
their eternity in the infernal regions
with Satan and his angels.
Dear reader of the VISITOR, are you
among the saved? I hope you are.
If not, do come to Jesus now, and
serve him so you can spend your
eternity in heaven with the redeemed.
Those of us who are on the narrow
path, let us look to Tesus, the author
and finisher of our faith, for help.
Our life is very short in this world.
It will not be very long till we are all
on the other side. How soon we shall
pass the chilly wave. It is a glorious
thing- for a Christian, one who trusts
in God, to say, "I will fear no evil, I
know that thou art with me." And
when the Christian dies he goes in
peace.
Let us think over these things. Let
us examine ourselves with the word
of God. Where do we stand ? Judgment and eternity are coming on very
soon. Are we ready? Let us watch
and pray, that we do not fall into
temptation. The spirit truly is willing
but the flesh is weak. May God bless
you all is my prayer. Amen.
EDGAR M. HOPPER.

Elisabethtoum, Pa.
Have you seen our Bold Face Type
Bible? We would like to send descriptive circular to all who may be
interested.
The catalogue price is
$2,75. We offer to send them prepaid
for $1.00. For everv Bible ordered at
this price we will place fifty cents to
the Fund for the support of the native
boys, Matshpba and Mdhlalambi, as
evangelists, as recommended bv the
missionaries in their general letter as
printed in April 15th issue, page 10.
Ask for circular and we will mail one
immediately.
If we could sell two
hundred of these Bibles there would
be a sufficient fund to support the two
evangelists for one year.
Apart from Christ our little abilities
are nothing.
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"The Power of His Resurrection.
"That I may know him, and the
power of his resurrection." (Phil. iii.
10.)

Is this the cry of our hearts—"That
I may know him ?" Not know about
him, but know him, and the power of
his resurrection—the exceeding greatness of the power which the Father
wrought in Christ when "he raised
him from the dead, and made him to
sit at his right hand in the heavenly
places" (Eph. i. 20) ; the power which
hath "raised us up together, and made
us sit together" with him (Eph. ii. 6 ) ;
the power that will lift us "far above
all," and make us more than conquerors in him. Is the cry in our
hearts deep enough to make us "count
all things loss" for this?
Let us see first what Paul had in his
life to count loss; how much that looked lawful and good, vet which in "the
light above the brightness of the sun"
became to him as "refuse" (ver. 8,
R. V. mar.).
It was not sin, as we" count sin. that
Paul had to surrender, but all that
ministered to his own righteousness.
In vs. 4-6 he sums it UD. His resting
in religious ordinances, his position
and high birth, his denomination and
his religious prejudices, his zeal for
God and his blameless life—all these
were gain to him; a"d secretly there
mav have been the thought, "God, I
thank thee that I am not as the rest
of men." We mav have parted with
our own righteousness, as far as salvation, and even sanctification are concerned : but there is a danger of accrediting to ourselves the work that
God has done in us. which mav produce a subtle resting in our "attainments." "Mv righteousness I- hold
fast, and will not let it go!" cried Job.
until the revelation of God brought
self-abhorrence. Tt is all this that we,
too. must surrender, if we are to know
the full power of the resurrection. All
past experiences, all our reputation for
holiness, and all that is "gain to me,"
must be counted loss for Christ.
Moreover. Paul himself did suffer
the loss of all. Calvarv means Calvarv!
Much of our "surrender," if
tested, would often prove to be no
surrender at all. Paul found himself
the "offscouring of all things." (T.
Cor. iv. fjO. His strong, religious
views, and denominational prejudices
were swept awav, and he cries,
"Neither circumcision availeth anything, nor uncircumcision. but a new
creature." (Gal. vi. 1$.) Instead of
priding himself on his blameless life,
he now felt he was the chief of sin-
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ners. (I. Tim. i. 15.) His fleshly
energy and zeal gave place to God,
who worked in him mightily. "Not
meet to be called an Apostle" was
ever afterwards his self-estimation.
What passion had taken possession
of him? What caused this revolution
in his inner life? Surely it was the
revelation of Christ on the'road to
Damascus. The sight of that divine
face had made his soul "a furnace of
intense desire" to win Christ in his
deepest fulness. He could say, "Christ
Jesus, my Lord:" for he possessed
Christ, and Christ possessed him: but
his cry now was that he might be
wholly lost sight of in the glorious
Son of God. "That I may gain Christ,
and be found in him, not having a
righteousness of mine own;" "that I
mav know him, and the power of his
resurrection, and the fellowship of his
sufferings, being made comformable
unto his death." now summed up
Paul's supreme desire. All earthlv
wisdom gained at the feet of Gamaliel
seemed but as "foolishness." for Paul
had caueht sipftt of a divine science,
the science of the knowledge of the infinite God. that eclipsed all other
sciences. "All loss
for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus my Lord." he said.
But knowledge without life is fruitless. Our practical need is not only to
know, but to experience, the power
of the resurrection. The energizing
power of the risen life of Christ can
onlv be realized as we share in his
death. "I have been crucified" precedes the statement "Christ liveth in
me." f Gal. ii. 20, R. V.)
Fellowship with Christ in his death
was a foundation fact in Paul's experience when he cried, "That I may
know him and the power of his resurrection," "Know ve not that so
many of us as were baptized into Jesus
Christ were baptized into his death?"
was his ouestion to the Romans,. "The.
world hath been crucified unto me. and
I unto the world," was his statement
to the Galatians. Not "living in the
world." was his unvarying attitude
towards it.
With no uncertain sound did he affirm his death with Christ. The everincreasing knowledee of the "power
of his resurrection" was the sequel of
this established fact of faith: and on
this same basis the life of the risen
Lord within us will develop into
greater fulness dav bv dav. All that
the resurrection m^ans will take
eternity to unfold .
Christ's blesseds are just the reverse
of the world's.
,
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A COMMON MISTAKE.

It is just here that so many make a
mistake. We are apt to dwell too
much on death, forgetting that death
is but the negative side; while so few
of us pass on to the resurrection side
of the cross, and live in the power of
'his endless life. When we are willing
to count all things loss, and to recognize the sentence of death upon all
that we are and have (II. Cor. i. g),
then the Lord simply bids us take the
place that Paul did, and maintain the
unswerving attitude, "I have died"
with him, looking to him to manifest
the "power of his resurrection" in us
day by day.
Our perplexity comes from the old
elementary difficulty of "feelings."
We measure God's fact by our experience of it. rather'than resting upon
the fact as stated in his written word,
and expecting- him to prove it in his
own time and wav. We may also
have a wrong- conception of the wav
in which "death worketh in us" for life
to others, for it is not a death that
means turning us into stone—a callousness of feeling. It is known rather
bv a deep retirement into God in time
of trial, and an utter absence of all
self-sensitiveness
and
resentment
under injury; though we weep as
Christ wept—not for ourselves as injured, but for those who injure us,
and pray as he prayed: "Father, forgive them, for they know not what
they do."
Following "the power of his resurrection," we see the way the knowledge
of Christ is oracticallv gained. In the
power of his resurrection life, he can
now take us into "fellowship" with
"his sufferings." Union with Christ
in his risen life gives power to suffer,
and to endure as he endured. His life
on earth was the life of a Lamb led
to the slaughter. Ere we become
"united with him by the likeness of his
death," it seems that most of the suffering is directed towards the breaking- down of the old life—the suffering
that is involved in "counting loss"
that which may be as precious as our
right hand.
T H E DIVINE

ORDER.

The power of the resurrection precedes real fellowship with the sufferines of Christ, for the self-hood is incapable of it. Self suffers for itself:
the Christ life suffers for others,
without one thought of itself. We
r
an only grow in the knowledge of
Christ as he thus leads us on in the
pathway of the Lamb.
The knowledge of him is furthermore manifested in an ever-deepening
"conformity" to his "death." To be
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conformed to the image of God's Son
(Rom. viii. 29) cannot mean moulding
the old life to the likeness of Christ;
but, having yielded the old to the
cross, having died with Christ, the
power of his resurrection life is now
free to work in us—free to lead us on
into fellowship with his sufferings,
and to work into the i_';ry fibres of our
being the life and disposition of the
Lamb Christ Jesus, conforming us to
his death. As we thus rest upon the
foundation fact of our death with
Christ, and on the resurrection side of
the cross, yield continually in imolicit
obedience and simple faith to the effectual working of his risen life within us, we find that, as we have been
planted in the likeness of his death we
shall be also in the power of his resurrection.
Whatever Paul mav have had in his
mind in Phil. iii. 11, at least we see
that "bv any means" was his determination in seeking the things of eternity, and he uses words which describe
the only safe attitude in the spiritual
life. Let us gather up his expressions :
"I follow after:" "This one thing I
do:" "Forgetting the things which are
behind:" "Stretching forward" (R.
V.) ; "I press toward the mark"—as if
he would say, "I cannot spare time to
take a glance behind: I stretch forward eag-erly to iav hold on that for
which Christ also laid hold of me. "
(Conybeare.)
It is never safe to slacken this
eager stretching forth: never safe to
rest on past blessings; never safe to
sit down and count uo our spiritual
riches. With all the "revelations of
the Lord" (11. Cor. xii. 1) which he
had had. Paul savs : "I count not myself to have apprehended." That
meeting with Christ on the wav to
Damascus: that fellowship in death
with Christ which ended Saul the
Pharisee, that he might become Paul
the Apostle; that dav when he was
filled with the Holy Ghost—was only
the beginning of the real life in God.
On the resurrection side of the cross,
Paul saw an ever-widening vista:
"That I may know him, and the power
of his resurrection."
"Let us, therefore
be thus
minded" (v. i O . Whatever stage of
growth we mav have reached in the
soiritual life, "let us mind this same
thing r :" "let us oress on to deeper and
richer fulness of the knowledge of the
risen Lord, and the "power of his resurrection," that "like as Christ was
raised from the dead through the glory
of the Father, so we also might walk
in newness of life."—Mrs. PennLerws, in the Christian (London).

Rules for Raising- Children.
Begin to train them as soon as they
take notice. Teach them to love God
and obey his word, and to look to him
for everything. Have them to pray
every night and morning and teach
them a verse of Scripture.
Teach
them to be kind and loving to one another and to everybody, and to obey
father and mother in all things without murmuring; to be gentle and quiet
in all of their ways; not to talk loud
and rattling, but soft and mild, and
never to wear a frowning face, but always look pleasing. Teach them not
to have likes and dislikes about what
they eat, but to eat as nearly everything as possible. Give them plain,
simple, well cooked food without any
peppers and spices or tea and coffee
Teach them not to have anything to do
with whiskey and tobacco, but to do all
they can against them. Teach them to
be careful about their clothes and not
get them unnecessarily dirty, and not
to drop food on the floor; to take good
care of their playthings and not waste
and lose them. Teach them that waste
makes want, and diligence and carefulness make plenty. Teach them how
to work, boys and girls alike, so each
one will know how to do almost anything that comes to hand. Teach them
to do everything- their best, and remind
them that God is looking at all thev do.
In fact, teach them to do all thev do to
the glorv of God. in the name of Tesus.
Teach them to wash their hands and
face before every meal, and be sure to
wash their bodies at least everv Saturday and put clean clothes on them, and
keep their beds clean and nice. Have
them sleeo in clean, nice gowns. Never
allow them to tell tales nor to speak
evil of anvone. Give them plenty of
good books and papers to read, and
never allow them to read trash or to
waste their money on things thev do
not need, but remind them of the poor,
sufferine people of the world that h^-°
to live on almost nothing-. Teach them
to give freelv and cheerfully to the
needy and to God's work; and to be always ready to lend a helping; hand ; to
always do unto others as thev would
have others do to them. Be firm with
them and never make promises that
vou expect to break, but alwavs be
true to your word, so thev can believe
what vou sav. Prav much for them
and with them, and live the very life
before them that vou would have them
live." Let the Holv Spirit dwell in you
to guide vou in the wav vou should gfo
and follow wherever he leads. Claim
God's oromise for your children and
your home will be a real heaven on
earth. Everything will be so loving
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that it will be the sweetest spot in the
world to each one of the family.
I
write these few lines for the glory of
God and the good of precious souls for
whom Christ died, praying that they
may bring forth fruit to his name. I
have tested these rules and found them
good. I know of many dear children
who are born into the world and turned
loose like little pigs, just to grow any
way they can. May God bless all who
read these few lines.—Mrs. John N.
Ragsdale,
in Practical
Farmer;
selected by A. Cassel.
A Bad Crowd.
It was noted, some time since, that
one-half of the drinking saloons in the
city of New York were gambling hells
and brothels; and that of the 8,034
liquor dealers there, 2,004 had been in
State prisons, 2,645 m county prisons,
and 1,769 confined in police stations;
1,616 out of the whole number having managed to keep outside of prison
bars.
These figures furnish a somewhat
suggestive comment on the character
of the men to whom cities and towns,
under their corporate seal, commit the
business of selling liquor, and manufacturing roughs, rogues, drunkards,
maniacs and murderers. An equally
suggestive statement indicates the
character of many of the men who are
at war with divine revelation:
"Not long ago, the authorities in a
certain department of France were
asked to sanction the foundation of a
'free-thinking and anti-religious association.' Permission was withheld,
and an angry deputation of nine
radical citizens waited upon the Prefect to remonstrate against the refusal.
That functionary was equal to the occasion. He calmly listened to a torrent of magniloquent phrases on outraged liberty, reason, and justice, and
then, opening a record of convictions,
recalled to the memories of eight members of the deputation that they were
old offenders, and had, altogether,
spent forty-five years in prison. The
would-be society waited for no further
explanations, but dissolved. itself on
the spot."
If it could be shown that infidels or
rumsellers who got into prison, got
there by living contrary to their own
professions and principles,-—as is the
case when church-members commit
crimes and are sent to prison,—it
would make a difference. But these
men usually go to prison for doing
the things which, as rumsellers and
infidels, they claim that they have a
right to do.
A man who says Moses was mis-
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taken in professing to hand down from
God the law saying, "Thou shalt not
steal," would, of course, if sincere,
steal all he could safely get away with :
and if a band of men had been stealing and robbing, right and left, he
would be the very man to defend them,
and abuse all who sought to bring
them to justice.
This is all appropriate. Men's
preaching and practice should correspond. If Christians will practice
what they preach, they will have
peace, prosperity, and blessing. And
if infidels will practice what they
preach, and carry out their own principles, they will soon find that civilized
society has a safe place for them,
where they will not do much harm, nor
cause much trouble.—H. L. H. in The
Christian.
A Smoker's Dream.
Deacon Jones was better than the
average church members. He had
been truly converted and although not
very spiritual, his life was usually
consistent. His habit of smoking
troubled him. He knew it was not
Christ-like. He was sorry he had
formed the habit. He could not recommend it. He was not pleased with
his example. He wished to be free,
but dreaded the struggle and feared
to try.
One night he dreamed that Christ
had come to judge the world, and
angels were gathering out the wheat
from the tares. He saw them at their
work. He heard them inform his wife
and other friends that they were
among those whose names were written in the book of life. He thought it
very strange they paid no attention
to him. He believed himself one of
the elect, and waited confidently to
hear his name called. He waited in
vain. Imagine his astonishment to
find them about to ascend with their
bevy of happy saints, and he was to
be left behind with the tares. In his
perplexity and distress he ventured
to approach, and asked one of the
angels:
"Am I not one of the elect ?" "Will
you not take me?" "No," said the
angel sadly, "we can't; your name is
not on the book of life." "My name
is not on the book?" said Deacon
Jones. "Am I lost! Oh! it can't be ;
my name must be there; do go and
look." "Don't think your name is
there. I will go and look again." He
waited in terrible suspense for the
angel's return. When he came he
shook his head solemnly, saying,
"Don't find it."
Deacon Jones was overwhelmed
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with grief and terror. "Oh," he
pleaded, "there must be some mistake;
my name must be there." "I think
not," said the angel. "I looked over
all the names and did not see it."
"Oh, you must have overlooked it."
"Do, please, do go and look once more,
just once more; I know it must be
there." The deacon was evidently
very sincere, and his distress so great,
the kind-hearted angel said, "I think it
is useless, but will go again this once."
Deacon Jones waited long in fearful
suspense for his return. When the
angel came his face shone with a
heavenly smile. "I found it at last,"
he said. "It was near the bottom of
the page and written so fine, and
covered with so many layers of smoke,
that it was so dim, it is a wonder I
ever found it." The deacon's joy was
unbounded. The sudden change from
almost hopeless despair to knowing he
was saved awoke him.
This dream taught Deacon Jones
that the use of tobacco did not add to
his piety, did not make his title to
heaven clearer; but if he persisted in
smoking, contrary to the warnings of
the Holy Spirit his habit would blot
his name from the book of life.
Reader, is your title to heaven clear
and bright or is it smoky?—A tract.
Selected by Sister Daniels.
The K a n a n d t h e S n a k e s .

Once upon a time there lived a man
who owned fifteen snakes. They were
a continual source of trouble to him.
They wriggled and crawled about his
back yard making it dangerous for his
family and friends. At last he decided to regulate them, so the man got
a big box and bored fifteen holes in it
and put the snakes therein, but the
snakes got out of the box in short
order. That was low license.
He then plugged up ten of the holes
and put the snakes in again, but the
fifteen snakes got out of the five remaining holes. That was high license.
In desperation the man gathered the
snakes together and pitched them over
the fence in his neighbor's yard, but
some of them came back and annoyed
him again, and it was still a dangerous thing for his children to play
there. The question was still unsettled. That was local option.
After careful thought he struck a
bright idea, and gathering the snakes
together again, he took up an axe and
cut off their heads, and the snakes
troubled him no more. And that was
prohibition.—H. W. Wilbur, in Sound
Doctrine.
"Taste not, touch not, handle not."
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OUR

YOUTH.

Little Things.
Tender words in sorrow's hour
Whispered low,
Just a single bud or flower
As we go:
Hands whose pressure as you part
Warms and clings
To the pulses of the heart—
Little things.
Just a smile—that means a sneer
At some name;
Have the angels not a tear
For such shame?
Yet you say no blame you speak—
Sneers have stings,
Strong to goad, to wrong the weak;
Little things.
Ah! the little acts that make
Up each day—•
Do they bless or will they wreck
Any ? Say!
Will the record we shall view
Up above
Be of blighting frost, or dew,
Joy or love?
—Anonymous.
The Schoolboy's Treasure.
T h e contents of schoolboys' desks
are sometimes surprising. I lately
read an account given by a master at
a boarding-school of what he saw on
one occasion when he had to superintend the opening and searching of
some forty or fifty desks in connection
with a supposed theft.
" W h e n I came to the desk of nearly
the smallest boy in the room," says the
master, "a small parcel fell from the
owner's hand. A queer, whity-brown
paper parcel it was, bound round with
string in the most intricate convolutions and series of knots. Of course,
I had to examine that parcel. A s I
put out my hand for it, the boy hesitated. T h e other fellows exchanged
glances, as much as to say that
we had run the fox to earth at last.
Even older and wiser heads thought
the same. There stood the frightened,
anxious boy, his blue-gray eyes filled
with tears, his fair face all marred
with terror, and his soft, wavy, flaxen
hair, which gentle hands had doubtless smoothed many a day at home,
was all tangled now.
" 'Please don't open it, sir,' pleaded the child—for such h e was—'pray
do not open it here before the boys.'
" H a d I followed my own inclinations I should have given back the
parcel unopened. But that could not
be. W i t h my penknife I cut through
the string, undid the many wraps of
paper, and disclosed to view a little
pill-box which might well have contained the missing money. I opened
the box. Nestled in a bed of wool was
a dainty locket, and with it a small
scrap of paper on which was w r i t t e n :
'For my dear Percy, with his mother's
love.' T h a t locket inclosed a piece of
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loving mother's hair, and the little boy
had been an orphan only a few
weeks."-—Selected.
The Legend of Two Brothers.
A charming tradition is connected
with the site on which the temple of
Solomon was erected. It is said to
have been owned in common by two
brothers, one of whom had a family,
the other had none. On the evening
succeeding harvest, f he wheat having
been gathered in separate shocks, the
elder brother said to his wife:
" M y younger brother is unable to
bear the burden and heat of the clay;
I will arise, take my shocks and place
them with his without his knowledge."
The younger brother, being actuated
by a similar kind motive, said within
himself:
" M y brother has a family and I
have n o n e ; I will contribute to their
support. I will take my shocks and
place them with his without his knowledge."
Judge of their mutual astonishment
when on the following morning their
shocks were undiminished. This course
of events transpired for several nights,
when each resolved to stand guard and
solve this mystery.
They did so, and on the following
night they met each other half way between their respective shocks with
arms full. Upon ground hallowed by
such asociations as these was the temple of Solomon erected—so spacious
and magnificent, the admiration and
wonder of the world!
A l a s ! how
many in these days would sooner steal
their brother's whole shock, than add
a single sheaf.—Selected.
Little Straws.
TheJunior Herald has gather these
few incidents in the lives of some famous men, which showed at the time
"which way the wind b l e w : "
A Swedish boy fell out of a window
and was badly hurt, but with clenched
lips he kept back the cry of pain. T h e
king, Gustavus Adolphus, who saw
the boy fall, prophesied that he would
make a man for an emergency. H e
did, for he became the famous General
Bauer.
A boy used to crush the flowers to
get their color, and painted the white
side of his father's cottage in the Tyrol
with all sorts of pictures, which the
mountaineers gazed at as wonderful.
H e was the great artist Titian.
An old painter watched a little fellow w h o amused himself making
drawings of his pot and brushes, easel
and stool, and said, " T h a t boy will

n
beat me one day." H e did, for he was
Michael Angekx
A German boy was reading a bloodand-thunder novel. Right in; the midst
of it h e said to himself, " N o w , this will
never do. I get too much excited over
it. I can't study so well after it; so
here it g o e s ! " And he flung the book
into the river. H e was Eichte, the
great philosopher.
Positive Orders.
" F v e got my orders, positive orders,
not to g o there—orders that I dare not
disobey," said a youth who was being
tempted to enter a gambling saloon.
"Come, don't be womanish; come
along like a man," shouted the youths,
who were trying to tempt him.
" N o , I can't disobey orders," said
John.
" W h a t special orders have you got ?
Come, show 'em to us if you c a n ; show
us your orders." •
John took out a neat wallet from his
pocket, and pulling out a neatly-folded
paper, " I t is here," he said, unfolding
the paper and showing it to the boys.
They looked, and one of them read
aloud: " E n t e r not into the path of the
wicked."
A boy watched a large building as
the workmen from day to day carried
up brick and mortar. " M y son," said
his father, "you seem much interested
in the bricklayers. D o you think of
learning the t r a d e ? "
" N o , " he replied, " I was thing what
a little thing a brick is, and what
houses are built by laying one brick
upon another."
A teacher on asking the question
" W h a t is p r a y e r ? " got this answer
from a dear little five-year-old girl,
" W h y , it is talking to God, like I do to
mamma."
Said the elephant to the giraffe:
" Y o u r neck is too long by one-half."
H e replied : "Since your nose
Reaches down to your toes,
At others you'd better not laugh."
* * *.
Two Boxes.
If I knew the box where the smiles were
kept
No matter how large the key
Or strong the bolt, I would try so hard
'Twould open, I know, for me;
Then over the land and sea, broadcast,
I'd scatter the smiles to play,
That the children's faces might hold them
fast
For many and many a day.
If I knew a box was large enough
To hold all the frowns I meet,
I would like to gather them, every one,
From nursery, school and street;'
Then, folding and holding, I'd pack them in
And, turning the monster key,
I'd hire a giant to drop the box
To the depths of the deep, deep sea.—Ex.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICE.

Love Feast.

To SUBSCRIBERS :—Our terms are cash in
advance.
2. When writing to have your address
changed, be sure to give both old and new
address.
3. T h e date on the printed label will
show to subscribers when their subscription expires.
4. If you do not receive the VISITOR
within ten days from date of issue, write
us at once and we will send the number
called for.
T o T H E POOR,—who are unable to pay,
we send the paper free on the recommendation of others or upon their individual
requests. Individual requests must te renewed every six months as a matter 01
rood faith.
To CORRESPONDENTS :—Articles for publication should be written on one side of the
paper only
Write all business letters on
separate sheets.
„fW<!
2. Communications without the author s
name will receive no recognition.
3. Communications for the VISITOR
should be sent in at least ten days before
date of issue.
Send money by Post-ofUce Money Order,
Registered
Letter, or Bank Draft, to G.
Detwiler, 1185 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Canadian Currency is discounted with us.
——
H a r r i s b u r g , P a . , A u g u s t 1, 1 9 0 4 .
_
.—.

Maryland.
Ringgold, M. H., October 22d and 23d.
A warm invitation is extended to all who
may be able t o come.
• • '
F o r e i g n Mission F u n d ,
445^-Polo, 111
. :..$iooo
446—Philadelphia, Pa.,
5 00
447—Ramona, Kan
2 00
448—Pleasant Hill, Kansas, S. S... . 4 5°
449—Hamlin, Kans
50
450—Hamlin, Kans.,
10 00
451—Hamlin, Kans
1 00
^
T
h
received
. .
"S t n e e « l t o r since the new organization
took place, and is the last report that he
If any more money is sent to
w ; u make.
h i m f o r t h i s o r a n y o f t h e f u n d s f o r for_
eign
work, he will forward same to the
5
.
newly appointed treasurer, Peter M. U u menhaga, Stevensville, Ont.
• —• •
Chicago Mission.
Report for month ending July 15, 1904:

W e are able to offer our subscribers a
good C O M B I N A T I O N B I B L E with the
EVANGELICAL VISITOR at a small cost. For
,
_
_
_
_
.
.
.„

DONATIONS.
Balance on hand
$1 75
Mr. Engle, Hummelstown, P a . . . . . . . 1 50
Mr. Mumma. Hummelstown, Pa.,. . I 50
A. Gnagv. Dysart, Iowa.,
5 00
John Wildfong. Hespler, Ont
2 00
Rent,
4 00
Helma Nellspn, Chicago, 111
1 00
Bessie Weber. Chicago, 111
2 00
Eugene Dodson, Chicago. I1L. . : : . . 1 So
Young People s Meeting Ottering,. . 1 20

$3.25 ( I N D E X FIETY C E N T S E X T R A ) we will

offering

send the Bible prepaid to any address in
the United States or Canada, and the
EVANGELICAL VISITOR for one year. This
_
, ,.
. ,
,
„
offer hold good for renewals as well as
new subscribers.
T h e special feature of this Bible is that

G. C Cress, Chicago. Ill
John Lehman, Abilene, Kans.,
Sa
el Bert
< Moonlight. Kans
T ™.
In H i s name
L e g r o n > Tiffin, 111
Mrs
Eugene Dodson, Chicago, 111.,

OTTB, B I B L E

OFFEB

it gives the AUTHORIZED and REVISED V E R -

STONS of the Bible in one volume, without
increasing Size or Weight, or Diminishing
Size of type. I t is a Self-pronouncing
Teacher's Bible which, without omitting a
feature or disturbing the Text, points out
all the words and passages wherein the
two versions differ, giving the Revised
Version of each at foot of page, together
wlt

Box

2 50

'-

1 00
100
1000
3 00
1 00
1 00
—-—-

Total

$40 95

EXPENSES.
Groceries
Plumbing,
^as'
'

$8 10
2 80
* ^°

:

$47 10
$6 15

Balance due mission,...
Yours in H i m

P ..,,

SARAH BERT AND WORKERS.

AFery'Pull
Concordance, containing over
40,000 References;
History and Summary
of the Books of the Bible;
Historical,
Chronohgical Tables; New Subject index
to the Bible; a Dictionary
of Scripture
Proper Names, with their Pronunciation
and meaning; Tables of Miracles, Parables,
Etc.
T h e binding is E x t r a French Seal. Divinity Circuit, Round Corners, Red under
Gold Edges, Flexible Back, L E A T H E R
LINED.
Address EVANGELICAL VISITOR,
1185 Bailey St.
Harrisburg, P a .
Our City Missions.
Philadelphia, 3423 N . Second street, in
charge of Brother Peter Stover and Sister
Stover.
Buffalo, N . Y., Mission 25 Hawley
street, in charge of Brother George Whisler and Si stir Effie Whisler.
Chicago Mission, 5956 Peoria street. In
charge of Brother and Sister B. Brubaker,
Sisters Anna and Sarah Bert and Brother
G. C. Cress, pastor.
Des Moines, Iowa, Mission, Second and
Grand streets. Church, Thirteenth and
University ave. In charge of Bro. J. R.
and Sister Anna Zook. Residence, 1226
Eleventh street, N .

5956Peoria

^

^

St., Chicago III.
. « .
frQm

B r Q

Q

Q

C r e s s

Dear Readers: One of the regular features of our work here in Chicago is the
weekly cottage prayer-service. Every F r i day evening is set apart for this purpose.
The writer has led these meetings for the
p a s t three years, with but few exceptions,
and has realized many refreshing blessings
as he conducted the divine service in the
homes of the people, around their own fireThere is something very sacred
s ;des.
about a "home" service and not infrequently, as was the case in the home of
Cornelius, the Holy Spirit falls upon those
assembled t o hear the message from God
through the chosen vessel. Then there are
shouts of glorious praise, mouths filled with
laughter and tongues with singing, tears
fill the eyes of those upon whom the
heavenly light has shined, and over all hovers the restful soothing influence of the
Spirit of God. It is a time for feeding
upon the honey out of the rock,—the blessing of the Lord which maketh rich and
addeth no sorrow therewith. Hallelujah!
It will soon be one year ago when God led

into our all-day prayer-meeting, a Jewish
mother whose heart longed for that water
of life which would be within her, a well
of water, springing up into everlasting life.
She sought it with tears and found it. Thus
there was opened for us a Jewish home into
which we have entered some four Friday
evenings during the past year for prayer
and worship in the name of him who came
to his own and was rejected. Since meeting this family God has used his servants
at this mission to lead three of t h e daughters and a small son to the public confession of faith in Jesus our Savior. These
are continuing steadfast in the apostle's
doctrine and in prayer. Thus when the
heart is opened by divine grace, the home
too, opens to the service of prayer.
A few weeks ago we held a meeting with
a dear child of God, a woman who is above
seventy years of age and who has been
totally blind from birth. She owns her
own home and lives entirely alone, doing
all her own housework even to baking
bread. She is highly educated and an accomplished musician.
As we sang and
prayed and testified in her home, I noticed
that every few minutes, tears would gather
in those dear , but'sightless eyes.
Her
testimony to God's presence is clear and
strong, and in a few more years she will
be singing with the angels where none will
be blind, but where all shall see him face
to face and be satisfied.
Recently we-also visited a home where
the aged father and husband is paralysed
and unable to leave his home to attend wor r .
ship. Our meeting last evening was with
an old brother whose long flowing beard is
silvered for the grave, and who is confined"
closely to his home. I t gave o u r hearts
much encouragement to hear his. testimony
with power, t o the fact that while he is
confined to his home and knows that the
grave is near, yet Jesus abides within with
comforting power.
A t his request we
sang, "Jesus Lover of My Soul," and at
the close, "God be with you till we meet
again." T h e large parlor and the sittingroom were filled with worshippers, beside a
number in the dining-room.
While we
stood and sang the last hymn our- aged
brother shook the hand of each one pres-ent and exhorted us all to live near to
Christ. Amen.
T h e fact that there is
but a step between the cradle and the grave
was very forcibly impressed upon us at this
time, but walking homeward we looked
up into the star-sprinkled sky and we took
knowledge that the heavens were declaring
the glory of the God who is eternal and
who has declared t o us, through his Son,
"I was an hungered and ye gave me m e a t ;
I was thirsty and ye gave me d r i n k ; I- was
a stranger and ye took me in; naked, and
ye clothed m e ; / was sick and ye visited
me; I was in prison and ye came unto m e ; "
and "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these, my children, ye have
done it unto me." This gives an incentive
to loyal service. Brethren, let us press on.
The fields are not only white, but large.
There is much room for us all to labor on
for the Master. T h e writer desires your
earnest prayers that he may sow a Christlike influence day by day which shall live
on when the hand which now holds this
pen shall be cold in death and this tongue
which now speaks the word of God lies
silent in the dust.
Chicago, III., July 16, 1904.
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W o r k for t h e Orphans.
Dear Readers: If the Lord will, I expect to go to the Mt. Carmel Faith Home
the latter part of July and assist the workers there for a while, and help to bear some
of the heavy burdens resting on them. The
new building is to be undertaken now,
which adds to the burden. I realize the
fact that it is a great undertaking, but as it
is for the benefit of poor orphan children,
let us encourage it.
How thankful we
should be that we have such a consecrated
brother whom the Lord could make willing
to give up his farm and all he has for this
great work. We ought to be very willing
to help along this good work and share in
the reward in the day of the Lord, to hear
the gracious word from the Master: "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto these orphans ye have done it unto me."
T h e building of the house, as also the
work of the Home, is dependent on the
free-will offerings of the people. I am
informed that the faithful workers and a
number of the children are praying to God
to touch the hearts of the people to send
the means to build the house so that more
children can be taken care of. May the
good Lord answer the united prayers, is
my prayer.
Your brother,
D. H.

Moonlight,

Kans., Iulyi6,

My prayer is that many more may early
come to this loving Savior and be able to
testify that the ways of the Lord are "ways
of pleasantness, and ?11 his paths are
peace." Then, and then only, can we say,
our Savior and our Redeemer; our God and
Father in heaven, "hallowed be thy name,
thy kingdom come." Yes, when this kingdom is wrought within us then we can say,
"Thy will be done." Then we can enjoy
that sweet and perfect love which only God
can give.
My desire is to still live more to his
name's honor and glory, for we owe it all
to him who suffered and died for us. O
the wonderful love of God! How my heart
swells with that perfect love that casteth
out fear; for fear hath torment, but the
love of God gives peace—wonderful peace.
I will close lest I be too lengthy. From
your ever dear sister in Christ, wishing
you all God's choicest blessing.
P r a y for
me and my companion and family that we
may all be brought safely in the fold and at
last have assurance of a glad reunion with
loved ones in glory without the loss of one,
but all enjoy peace and happiness in the
world to come throughout the ceaseless
ages of an unending eternity, where God
add the angels dwell. This is my wish and
prayer for

all.

SISTER KANODE.

BRECHBILL.

1904.

Sister's Letter.
New
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ENTERPRISE,

Bedford County, Pa.
On June 18, 19, we attended the lovefeast at Martinsburg, Pa. W e felt well
rewarded for the effort. O, the joyful
waiting on the Lord, and again to commemorate the broken body and shed blood
of our Lord and Savior.
W e enjoyed
meeting so many from far and near, some
strange in body but not in the Spirit. We
truly felt that it was God's children met
together; we felt so little in ourselves, but
God was
working
mightily in and
through us. W e were glad the Lord permitted Bro. Wert to come into our midst,
also several others we never saw before.
Some were present who are called to
mission work in far away India.
We
trust the Lord will lead them safely. My
prayer goes up in their behalf.
Many expressed their determination in
going forward in the service of God. We
have every reason to praise the Lord. O,
I feel to say, praise his name for the wonderful love he bestowed upon me as one of
his little ones. I am all unworthy. It is
nearly twenty-five years since I was brought
to the Lord, redeemed in his own precious
blood. O I can recommend this narrow
way, the way of the cross to all who will
hear. It is a pleasant and safe way to follow. O, the wonderful love of God

L o v e F e a s t i n t h e E l k h a r t , I n d . Dist.
According to previous arrangements the
communion services of the brethren of
Elkhart District, was held on the 4th and
5th of June. W e were pleasently surprised
by the coming of brethren and sisters from
Dayton district, Ohio. A few of the brethren and sisters of DeKalb county and Elder
Isaac Trump, added to the number who
came to receive a portion of the feast from
the Master's table.
While they came with this purpose in
mind, they did not fail to bring blessing
and spiritual life, which was very much
enj oyed.
Bro. T r u m p read and gave important exhortations, followed at times by Bro. John
Hoover, of Ohio, and the home brethren,
on Scriptures appropriate to the occasion,
such as self-examination and washing the
saints' feet.
Some time was spent in social service,
which was improved to the glory of God.
Here too was a spirit of love and union
manifested. We believe each soul who has
tasted of the water of eternal life, could
say, "Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all
that is within me, bless his holy name."
We would invite the brethren to be with
us again and all others who can come,
that we may be strengthened to advance the
work in this part of the great harvest field.
Grace be with all them that love our Lord
Jesus Christ in sincerity is our prayer.
HARVEY S T U M P .

"Nor height nor depth in Jesus love
T h e whole creation round,
That which was lost in Paradise,
But now in Christ is found."
How sweet are these sentences to my
soul. Truly I realize the great love of
God and of his dear Son, to my soul.
"Refreshing showers of grace divine,
From Jesus flow to every vine
Which makes the dead revive."
With the Psalmist I can truly say:
"Praise the Lord for he is good, and just
are all his ways."

T h e Evangelical Sunday-school
Teacher
wisely says: "One thing the Sundayschool teacher should not fail to know,
whatever else he may be ignorant of; that
is. what is the religious condition of his
class. Many other neglects may be palliated, if not excused, but for a teacher not
to know whether his scholar is truly endeavoring to follow the Master is inexcusable. If you are in doubt with regard
to this point in the case of any of your
pupils, seek at once to remedy this culpable ignorance. Wisely but earnestly
seek to discover where your pupils stand
as to the great question of following
Christ."
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Mission Boys' Letters.
Some of the boys have been writing to
me since my return home, and it may be
interesting to the readers of the VISITOR
to read some of their letters. Matshuba
writes April 19th:
" I write to you as I think it is proper that
I should write and tell you everything
which I see and do. My heart is much
tried, but I am trusting the Lord Jesus and,
I hope that he will also help you.
I shall tell you first concerning the affairs
of the school. W e are learning well, I tell
you we are trying hard and I trust that
Jesus will bless us greatly, and that he
will bless me. I stay at my place and
teach well and Jesus helps me. I almost
said that it is not I who teaches, it is
Jesus. I try to teach all things that I am
able to help them with. We sing the notes
and I try to teach English No. 2. Ndhlalambi, Tebengo and myself learn English
of Mrs. Steigerwald.
T h e r e are fifteen
boys here and one girl, and all learn well.
Now I shall tell about my own work. In
the morning before we eat Ndhlalambi and
myself cut wood till the bell rings, then we
eat and afterwards I tesch those who come
in the morning early. T h e r e were six or
seven, but now they are gathering in their
crops. I then teach myself till the midday school. When this is finished I go to
work with the rest."
In another letter of June 4th, he says :
" I write to you in the love of God, my
teacher, I can write only a little because I
do not have much time. I shall never forget you. To-day school closed. W e invited all the people. It was very nice. T h e
people brought grass to thatch the new
church.
There were 112 bundles, but
there were 200 people. Jesus blessed all.
I trust that you will return to us, for my
heart always says you will return. May
the Lord bless us all. We are all well. I
praise the Lord because he knows my heart;
For a while I was greatly persecuted. I
was hunted like an animal, but Jesus 'was
with me all the time. H e says in his word
in reference to his sheep: " H e gives them
eternal life and they shall never perish
and no one is able to pluck them out. of
my hand." I found these words in John
x. 21-29. * * *, I don't want to tell you
all lest I should not be able to finish, but
I do beseech you to pray for me. May the
Lord bless you always. Praise the Lord
O my soul! Praise him. I am happy. My
love to you and to all the brethren."
Ndhlalambi writes, June 3 : " I shall
write to you because your letter has just
come. T h e missionaries have come and
we are happy. T h e lady who came to remain is very kind. I am reading and studying the gospel of John now. I told you
about trying to get a place to teach. T h e
owner of the place refused, and now they
are looking up another location. I am very
sorry because I have not learned well and
do not know much. What shall I do? Pray
for me. W e are at present working because
school has closed. There were 200 people
here and they brought 112 bundles of
straw. There were a great many present
and we made lots of bread, and all were
very happy. W e sang much, and the missionaries who came sang Dutch, and then
all sang English. At present there are
fifteen boys. You remember what I told
you about Babili, that he took a wife,
Selete. I tried to persuade him to take her
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according to. the law, „but I could-not. Are
you well? Real well? I am well. That
which yeu told me about the young man
made me very happy. Pray much for me
and I shall pray much for you. I shall always remember you and never forget you.
Tell me about the other brethren. I desire
to'write to them. I desire to write to them
because they are brethren. Will you read
these few words to them ?
Ngi ya tanda bonke abazalwane. Aku
be kubo unm.sa nokutula okuvela eNkosini
yetu njesu Kristu. Ba' ngi kulekele ngi
fumene amandhla okuhamba ngokufaneleyo
endhleleni ye Nkosi. Translation (I love
all the brethren. May mere be to them
mercy and peace which comes from the
Lord Jesus Christ. Pray for me that I
may find strength to walk worthily in the
way of the Lord.) I am through.
Miss—I yet want to tell you that the
missionary who came gave Matchuaba and I
each such a nice shirt and the other people
sent all of us very nice handkerchiefs."
H.
For

the

FRANCES DAVIDSON.
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The H a n and His Temple.
A

BIBLE READING.

The Believers' Body a Temple of God:
": .". .Your body is a Temple of the Holy
Ghost,, which is in you, which ye have from
God." (I. Cor. vi. 19.)
" . . . . Y e are a Temple of the Living God.
even as God said I will dwell in them and
walk in them, and I will be their God, and
they Shall be my people." ( I I . Cor. vi. io.,
The Temple distinct from the Man:
"If any man destroy the Temple of God,
him shall God destroy; for the Temple of
God is holy, which Temple ye are." ( I . Cor.
iii. 16.)
" . . . . O u r outward man (the Temple) is
decaying, yet our inward man is renewed
day by day." ( I I . Cor. iv. 16.)
". .. .Even we ourselves groan within
ourselves, waiting for our adoption, to wit,
the redemption of our body."
(Rom. viii..
23-)
"Fear not them which kill the body (the
Temple) but are not able to kill the soul
(the Inward man.") (Matt. x. 28.)
The Inward Man, God only can destroy:
"Fear him which is able to destroy both
soul and body in hell (Gehenna.") (Matt.
x. 28.)

"And I saw the dead, the great and the
small standing before the Throne. .. .and if
any was not found written in the Book of
Life, he .was cast into the lake of fire."
(Rom. xx. 12, 15.)
The ^Temple's destruction neither annihilation nor
unconsciousness:
"Destroy this Temple (Christ's Body)
and in three days / will raise it up." (John
ii. 19O • •
'Some of you shall they cause to be put
to death. .. .but there shall not a hair of
your head perish." (Luke xxi. 16, •*&.)
"And after rhy skin has been thus destroyed," (by death) ' - e t from my flesh
shall / see God." (Job xix. 25 R. V.)
"Fear him, which after he hath killed
hath power to cast into hell (Gehanna) :
yea, I say unto you, fear h i m . '
(Luke
xii. 5-)
" . . . . I t is appointed unto men once to
die^and after this cometh judgment." (Heb.
ix. 27.) '
Death, a temporary departure
of
Inner
Man from the Body:
"Jesus knowing that his hour was come
that he should depart out of this world."
(Jno. xiii"; I.)
" . . . . . Father, into thy hands I commend
my spirit, and having said this he gave up
the ghost." (Luke xxiii 46.)
,(
Now letteSt thou thy servant depart in
oeaee according t o thy word." (Luke ii. 29.)
"For I am now ready to he offered up,

and the time of my departure is at hand."
( I I . Tim. iv. 6.)
" T h e soul of the child (the Inward Man)
came into him again and he revived." (I.
Kings xvii. 21.)
" . . . . A s her soul was in departing (for
she died) that she called his name Benoni."
(Gen. xxv. 18.)
" . . . . B u t now he is d e a d . . . . I shall go
to him, but he shall not return unto me."
( I I . Sam. xii. 23.)
" H e r spirit came again and she arose."
(Luke viii. 55.)
God calls the Inner Man from his Temple:
"Because man goeth to his long home
(not his final)... .then shall the dust return to the earth as it w a s : and the Spirit
return unto God who gave it." (Eccl. xii.
5, 7-)
"If he (God) set his heart upon man, if
he gather unto himself, his Spirit and his
breath; all flesh shall perish together, and
man shall turn again unto dust."
(Job
xxxiv.' 14, 15.)
But God said unto him, "Thou foolish
one, this night thy soul shall be required
of thee." (Luke xii. 20.) His soul (the
Inner Man) not his body was required of
him; his body still lays in the dust waiting
its resurrection.
A "place" for the Inner Man, whilst waiting the body's
resurrection:
"In my Father's House are many mansions (Resting Places) : I go to prepare
place for you, and if I go and prepare a
place for you, I come aeain, and will receive you unto myself; that where I am
there ye may be also." (John xiv. 2, 3.)
"And they stoned Stephen, calling upon
the Lord, and saying Lord Jesus receive
my spirit." (Acts vii. 59.)
"I am in a strait betwixt the two, having
the desire to depart and be with Christ: for
it is very far better." (Phil. i. 23 R. V.)
"Judas fell away that he might go away
to his own-place." (Acts i. 25.)
"And it came to nass that the begerar died,
and was carried (he, not his body) by the
angels into Abraham's bosom." (Luke xvi.
22.)

"And the rich man also died and was
buried and in Hades, he (the Inner Man)
lifted up his eyes, being in torment, and
seeth Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his
bosom." (Luke xvi. 23.)
The Bodies of both the Good and Evil arc
to be raised:
" T h e hour cometh, in which all that are
in the tombs shall hear his voice, and come
forth; they that have done good unto the
resurrection of Life; they that have done ill
unto the resurrection of Judgment." (John
v. 28.)
"I know that he (Lazarus) shall rise
again in the resurrection at the last day"
(John xi. 24.)
"Having hope toward God, which they
also themselves look for, that there shall be
a resurrection both of the Just and of the
Unjust."
(Acts xxiv. 15.)
The Bodies of Believers to be raised before
final
Resurrection:
"For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ
shall all be made alive. But each in his
own order; Christ the
first-fruits;
then
they that are Christ's at his coming;" (the
Believer's Resurrection) "then cometh the
end, when he shall deliver up the kingdom
to God even the Father; when he shall have
abolished all rule and all authority and
power. For he must reign till he hath put
all his enemies under his feet. The last
enemy that shall be abolished is death."
(The final Resurrection.) ( I . Cor. xv. 22.)
The Belier'er's MORTAL Body to be raised:
"If the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus
from the dead dwell in you, he that raised
up Christ from the dead shall also quicken
(or make alive) your mortal bodies, by his
Spirit which dwelleth in you." (Rom. viii.
"Some of you shall they cause to be put
to death. .. .but there shall not a hair of
your head perish." (Luke xxi. 16-18.)
Jesus brings the Believers from Heaven, to
take possession of. their
resurrected
Bodies (their Temples) once more:
"For if we believe that Jesus died and
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rose again, even so them also that are
fallen asleep in Jesus" (the Inner Man)
"will God bring with him."
For the
Lord himself shall descend from
Heaven,
with the voice of the Archangel and with
the trump of God; and the dead in Christ
(the Outward Man) shall rise first." ( I .
Thess. iv. 14-16.)
The Believer's Mortal Body Shall be Instantly changed into a Spiritual Body:
" W e shall not all sleep, but we shall all"
(the sleeping and the waking) "be changed,
in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, for
the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall
be raised incorruptible, and we shall all be
changed." ( I . Cor. xv. 51-52.)
"It (this earthly body of ours, this
Temple of God) is sown a Natural Body;
it (this same body) is raised a spiritual
Body." (I. Cor. xv. 44.)
It is Jesus who will fashion our Bodies
anew:
" F o r our citizenship is in heaven, from
whence also we wait for a Savior, the
Lord Jesus Christ, who will fashion anew
the Body of our Humiliation" (the very
body) "that it may be conformed to the
Body of his Glory, according to the workings whereby he is able to subdue all things
unto himself." (Phil. iii. 21.)
The Believer's Body, Soul and Spirit preserved entire:
"And the God of Peace himself sanctify
you wholly: and may your Spirit, and Soul,
and Body be preserved
entire,
without
blame at the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ. Faithful is he that calleth you,
who will also do it." ( I . Thess. v. 23.)
The final Resurrection;
(all the rest of
the dead come from the spirit-world
( H a d e s ) , take possession of their raised
bodies, and are judged according to their
works) :
"And I saw the dead, the great and the
small, standing before the throne; and
books were opened: and another book was
opened, which is the book of life: and the
dead were judged out of the things which
were written in the books, according to
their works. And the sea gave up the dead
which were in it; and death and Hades
gave up the dead which were in t h e m : and
they were judged every man according to
his works. And death and Hades were
cast into the lake of fire. And if any was
not found written in the book of life, he
was cast into the lake of fire." (Rev. xx.
12-15-)
The Believer does not come to this
urrection of
Judgment:
"Verily, verily, I say unto you, he
heareth my word, and believeth him
sent me, hath eternal life, and shall
come into judgment; but is passed
death unto life." (John v. 24.)
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warns all of this Resurrection
of
Judgment:
"Fear him, which after he hath killed
hath power to cast into Hell (Gehenna) ;
yea, I say unto you, Fear him." (Luke xii.
5->
. ,
"Fear him, which is able to destroy both
soul and body in Hell" (Gehenna). (Matt.
x. 28.)
A. McG.
For every one of us, sooner or later, the
Gethsemane of life must come. It may be
the Gethsemane of farewells that wring
the heart by the death-beds of those we
love; it may be the Gethsemane of remorse and of well-nigh despair for sins that
we will not, but which we say we cannot
overcome. In that Gethsemane—aye, even
in that Gethsemane of sin,—no angel merely, but Christ himself, who bore the burden of our sins, will, if we seek him, come
to comfort us. H e will, if, being in agony,
we pray. He can be touched, he is touched, with the feeling of our infirmities. He.
too, has trodden the wine-press of agony
alone; he, too, has lain face downwards in
the night upon the ground, and the comfort which then came to him he has bequeathed to us—even the comfort, the help,
the peace, the recovery, the light, the hope,
the faith, the sustaining arm. T h e healing anodyne of prayer.—Dean Farrar.
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Five Years

Mission Work
Mountains.

in

the

We have now spent five years in mission
work in the mountains of North Carolina
and Kentucky, and for the benefit of those
who have been helping I will give a brief
report of what I have received and put out
during that time.
Through the help of our Master we have
received the following:
Bibles and Testaments,
61,122
Gospel books,
127,806
School books,
23,431
Tracts,
S73,ooo
Gospel papers and Sabbath school
Supplies, fifty tons.
Families visited by myself and
helpers,
46,582
Families destitute of any part of
the Bible
27,815
Families with the New Testiment,
only
6,121
Destitute homes supplied with the
Bible,
25,346
Destitute homes supplied with the
New Testament,
4,624
Children supplied with the New
Testament,
36,928
Bibles and Testaments given to
churches , Sunday-schools,
3,716
Boxes and barrels of clothing for
the poor,
168
Money received to purchase Bibles
and help other ways,
$4,328
W e do praise God that the harvest time
is coming, eternity will reveal the fruit.
Thanks to every donor for the help given
W e are now in the mountain regions of
Kentucky which is a large, needy and destitute country. Our field embraces the sautheast part of the State. Some places it is
from fifty to seventy-five miles from any
railroad.
Most of the Kentucky mountaineers are
poor. A large number of them have no part
of the Scriptures in their homes, and
scarcely any other kind of literature to
read.
It is sad to see so many bright intelligent
children brought up in ignorance and vice,
thousands can not go to school for the want
of books and clothing.
Our work is in the very center, or nearly
so, where there is so much murder and
crime. In one county alone over forty people have been murdered inside of one year,
and with only five or six exceptions, not
one of them have been brought to justice.
I bring these facts before you to show the
awful state of society existing here in the
mountains. Drunkenness and old grudges
are the principal causes of all this trouble.
These poor mountaineers are a kindly people, most of them are ready to learn and
anxious to improve, but being burdened
with ignorance, moral weakness and bad
examples are against them. Intoxicating
drinks and saloons are the most productive
cause of crime, ignorance and lawlessness.
Good literature is one of the most potent
factors for good and religious literature
especially show most salutary results. Let
t h e light of God into these human souls
and drunkenness, superstition, ignorance,
prejudice, immorality and laziness which
offend will go out like darkness before the
morning sun.
Could you make the rounds with me to
homes where this change is taking place
under God through the agency of religious,
temperance and moral literature which we
have given out in these poor mountain
homes, you certainly would thank God and
take courage.
Now in view of the great destitution existing. I appeal to the Christian public for
help. First of all we need a large supply of
Bibles and Testaments. Send all you have
to spare or can get, if you send money to
purchase Bibles, send draft. Postal order
or express order should be made payable to
the order of the American Bible Society,
then send it to me and I will forward it on
to them—they requested me to do this,
which will save them much time and trouble.
Also gospel and children's books, you
will find some in nearly every home, song
books, Sabbath-school literature, school
books, such as spellers and first readers for
the primary department; tracts, Sabbath-
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school cards and papers which are filled
with gospel reading, and clothing for the
poor children especially. Please go around
among your friends and neighbors and collect in all you can of the above and send
them to me by mail, express or freight prepaid to McClure, Henry Co., Ohio. T h e
railroads will take it f r e t or nearly so to
the points where I want it for children for
distribution. I do earnestly ask an interest
in all your prayers for this protecting care
and help.
This work is not denominational. Address J. B. Mitchell, McClure, Henry Co.,
Ohio.
F r a t e r n a l Life I n s u r a n c e .

It is not pleasant to antagonize and
offend, but it is a privilege and duty to
oppose evil in whatever form. He
who tells me of my faults is my best
friend.
In a speech before the Fraternal
Congress, H. H. Morse said: "Within
the past year one order has paid $1,000
for eighty cents; another $3,000 for
$2.50." In his letter in the February
number of the Kansas "Workman,"
the Grand Master Workman said:
"We can't live half long enough to pay
out half the amount we leave behind."
This statement from such a source
should be a sufficient text from which
to preach the funeral sermon of this
and kindred orders.
"You are sure to get more than four
times what you pay, and are liable to
get a hundred times as much." This
beats any lottery in the world. That
everybody don't go into it is strange;
that any conscientious persons should,
is stranger still.
By their numbers and influence
these orders glide over the current of
law and justice in a gilded boat labeled, "Protection to widows and
orphans." An ocean of sympathy and
a river of fraternity can't make a
wrong premise right.
They are
launched under a charter for charitable
institutions, but when a dollar is spent
or received with a view to profit, it
becomes a corporation for profit and
their charter is in spirit annulled. They
say this is the best investment one can
make. In this so-called investment
one gets an irresponsible piece of paper
whose value is subject to the will and
convenience of present and propective
members. A straight business doesn't
voluntarily give dollars for cents.
The only compunctions of conscience
many of them feel is the fear that the
order will die before they do.
I have seen it asserted that no real
fraternal order ever failed; yet for a
few cents any one can procure a list
of names of fifteen hundred fraternal
and assessm-ent societies which have
failed. That many more are in danger
of going to the wall is evidenced by
prominent members themselves.
In the May number of the Kansas
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"Workman" a man in California
writes: "Here in this empire of
wealth and wonder, the A. O, U, W.
hast lost three thousand iff the last few
years. Not a single flew lodge was
organized last year, and but one the
year before. The assessments have
become so high, about $30 a year, that
the younger element seeks its protection in other fraternities at less cost."
At the last session of the State
Grand Lodge, the Grand Worthy
Master said: "In my judgment, the
day is not far distant when there is
going to be a crash in fraternal beneficiary orders. There are many that
cannot survive on account of multiplicity, if for no other reason."
The August "Modern Woodman"
says: "Our cost of insurance depends
upon the growth of the order; and to
keep up this growth we must develop
new territory."
When there are no new worlds to
conquer, then what? The "Select
Friend" says: "It is self-evident to
every member of the order, who has
given the subject any thought, that a
constant accession to our numbers is
desirable, not only to keep down assessments, but that it is absolutely
necessary to our existence." A member of the same order writing from
Joplin, Mo., told how difficult it was
to secure applications with an opposition of thirty lodges to contend with.
A prominent officer in his speeches
repeatedly asserts that as long as more
people are born than die, so long will
fraternal beneficiary orders last. By
the kindness of the secretary of the
State Board of Health, and from the
ratio of increase of the A. O. U. W.,
we learn that this number would hardly keep that order going, let alone the
twenty or thirty others in the State,
which are struggling for existence.
Such a false, misleading statement is
inexcusable from one who gives his
entire time to this business.
An eastern man in the "Fraternal
Monitor," of Rochester, N. Y., says:
"Our society has met with a net loss
of 20,000 in the last five years." Another has lost 12,000; and still others
could be cited that are struggling hard
to keep back from the shoals of ruin.
They are all going, but should they last
from now to the judgment, they are
wrong all the same.
"Order" papers are continually
urging lodges to secure accessions,
and numerous rewards and devices
are used to stimulate them to effort.
The long, loud cry of the head officer
is, get more members.
To meet present demands they wade
deeper into debt, yet talk about doing
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business on business principles. They
are always telling about what has been
paid out, but not a word about indebtedness.
The brilliant notion has been advanced that these fraternities will run
till the end of the world, and the everincreasing load of debt can be thrown
over the brink!
Some talk of property insurance
being the same as life insurance. If it
was sure as death that all houses
would burn, a fire insurance company
could not insure for less than the full
value of the property. Probably not
one per cent, of insured houses burn.
The company takes the risk for a consideration, and its business can be
honorably closed.
Most of the orders are increasing
their rate of assessment in order to
hold out a little longer. One makes
a plea for patronage on account of its
copyright reserve fund plan. In July
this fund was $32,243. That month
the death loss was $12,000. The next
month it was $13,000. When the
order stops growing, as it must, what
will the comparatively insignificant
reserve fund amount to?
One of the most extensive business
men in the State said 'men will pay on
their. life insurance when they can't
pay their grocery bill. In this town
of 5,000 inhabitants, there is probably
ten thousand dollars annually paid to
these orders, thus making the hard
times a great deal harder. The insurance, is repaid in large amounts
where it often does but little good. A
fraternal paper says: "The widows
of deceased members are not usually
accustomed to handling much money,
and when their $2,000 is received they
are a prey to designing men and sharpers, so that in a few months, or years
at most, they are bankrupt."

cash from the other fellows—a thousand times more than usury.
If after you had put your money into a savings bank the banker should
tell you that you must put in a certain
sum every month or forfeit what you
had deposited, you would fear it was
a trick to cheat you out of your money.
This is the trick of the life insurance
trade, and you submit to this peculiar
and unjust condition for the purpose
of getting what is not your own.—
W. B. Denton, in The Gospel Banner.

Confidence forfeited, large amounts
of money taken from the life current
of trade, time wasted, and money
wasted on paraphernalia—these are
some of the evil fruits of the evil tree
of fraternal life insurance.
These orders have been compared
to a savings bank. There is no similarity between them.
The bank gives you a certificate of
your deposit. For the outlay of a dollar or two the fraternity gives you a
certificate for that many thousand.
You can draw your money from the
bank any time you choose. Only on
proof of death can your fraternal certificate be paid, provided the money
is sent in to do it.
The profit to a depositor in a savings bank is legal interest. The expected profit in fraternal insurance, is

"Ashamed of Jesus! that dear friend
On whom my hopes of heaven depend !
No; when I blush, be this my shame,
That I no more revere his name."

Reader, Where Were You?
The absence of many at the ordinance meeting leads us to ask a few
plain questions. It is a perilous
thing for sinners to disobey the words
of the Lord and no less dangerous for
believers to follow in their steps.
1. Was it sickness that kept you
away? If so, and the will was good,
you are blameless in the matter. "If
there be first a willing mind, it is accepted according to that a man hath,
and not according to that he hath not"
(II Cor. viii. 12).
2. Was it indifference? "Woe to
them that are at ease in Zion" (Amos
vi. 1).
3. Was it a refusal to confess your
Savior? "Whosoever therefore shall
confess me before men, him will I confess also before my Father which is in
heaven. But whosoever shall deny
me before men, him will I also deny
before my Father which is in heaven"
(Matt. x. 32, 33).
4. Was it shame for Jesus and his
words?" Whosoever shall be ashamed
of me and my words, of him shall the
Son of Man be ashamed when he
shall come in his own glory, and in
his Father's, and of the holy angels"
(Luke ix. 26).

5. Was it open disobedience? "Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice"
(I Sam. xv. 22).
6. Was it a wilful sin against better knowledge? "If we sin wilfully
after that we have received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no
more sacrifice for sin" (Heb. x. 26).
7. Was it unbelief in the teachings
of Jesus? Do you say, "I don't believe in it?" What evil did Jesus do
that you cannot take his word ? You
would not dare to speak that way
about your best friend. Over six
hundred thousand Israelites who
started from Egypt for Canaan talked
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just as you do. But they did not get
into the promised land. "They could
not enter in because of unbelief"
(Heb. iii. 19). "Take heed, brethren,
lest there be in any of you an evil
heart of unbelief in departing from
the living God" (Heb. iii. 12).
These are the plain words of inspiration and should appeal strongly
to every child of God. But, reader,
if you are only living for self and the
present, then they have no meaning
for you. They are but an idle tale.
But if you are living for Christ and a
heavenly reward then the "sure word
of prophecy" is of vast importance,
"whereunto ye do well to take heed, as
unto a light that shineth in a dark
place, until the day dawn and the daystar arise in your hearts."—Chas. F.
Reitsel, in Churfh Advocate.

OBITUARIES.
SHANK.—Sister Susan Shank, relict of
the late Rev. Isaac Shank, died June 20,
1904, at the home of her son-in-law, Joseph
Myers, near the Pennsylvania and Maryland line. Her age was 70 years, 7 months
and 17 days. Funeral service conducted by
Bro. Jerome H . Funk, assisted by Bro. C.
S. Lesher, was held at the home where she
died on the 28th of June. Interment in
Cedar Grove cemetery.
HEIME.—Died, on June 19, 1904, in
Lycoming county, Pa.. Sister Sarah Heime,
aged 70 years, 2 months and 15 days. She.
was a faithful sister in the Blooming Grove
Dunkard church nearly all her life-time.
Two sons and one daughter are left to
mourn their loss. On the 21st the funeral
service was held at the old Blooming Grove
M. H., conducted by Revs. Eisenmenger,
Shilon and Bro. J. M. Wolgemuth.
Text,
Rev. vii. 14. Interment in adjoining cemetery.
OBERLENDER.—William
Oberlender
was born in Adams county, Pa., July 3,
1831, died near Acme, Kan., at the home of
his daughter, Mrs. B. H. Dunlap, July 12,
K?V aged 73 years and 9 days. H e leaves
five sons and four daughters. The mother
and one daughter preceded him to the other
shore. H e was a*member of the Mennonite church since 1870. Funeral service, conducted by Bro. J. R. Herr, was held at the
Newbern M. H. Interment in adjoining
cemetery. Text Job xiv. 14, first clause.
LANDIS.—Died, in Likens Valley, Pa.,
at the home of her son, Bro. Henry Aucker,
on June id, 1904, Sister Elizabeth Landis,
relict of the late Bro. Peter Landis, aged
79 years, 9 months and 26 days. Sister
Landis was sick for about seven months,
with dropsy which afterwards turned into
gangrene. She suffered a great deal but
bore her affliction with patience, never murmured or complained. She desired to leave
this wond and go to her long home, yet was
willing to wait until her appointed time
come. She was a member of the Brethren
in Christ for some twenty years, led a
peaceable and exemplary Chirstian life as a
mother in Israel: of her Christian graces
much might be said, and our little brotherhood has lost another land-mark.
Her
maiden name was Beers, was first married
to Peter Aucker, June 14, 1857, who lived
but a short time. She was afterwards
married to Peter Landis, who died April
10, 1885. One son, Bro. Henry Aucker,
and three grand children survive. Funeral
services were held by the home Brethren in
the Free-grace M. H .
Text Rom. vi. 23.
Interment in the nearby cemetery.

